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What makes the DobyGrip Max different ?

How does the DobyGrip Max compare on time?

Typical time taken to hang traditional Threaded Rod

Typical Wire Suspension System

100 minutes*

40 minutes

20 minutes*

*For every 100 minutes using Threaded Rod.

Fewer DobyGrip Max units required
=     Quicker installation times.
      Up to 80% saving on threaded rod.
      Up to 50% saving on conventional wire
      rope systems.
=     SAVINGS on labour costs.
=     Cost saving -  fewer fixing points required.

Designed to work at inclusive angles in excess of 60 degrees.

Significant labour
savings...
Labour savings of up to 80%
using the DobyGrip Max instead of
Threaded Rod. Up to a 50%
saving made on conventional wire
rope suspension.

DobyGrip Max - cutting costs, not corners.

Conventional
Wire
Suspension

DobyGrip
Max

Designed to exceed the 60 degree inclusive
angle. Drastically reduces the space required
above the duct on installations by up to 50%.
It allows the duct to be installed closer to the
suspension point and reduces the length of
wire rope required.
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Zinc cast
body minimises
corrosion.

Stainless Steel
tensioning springs.

Single piece steel
gripping wheels.

External adjusting levers for
ease of levelling.

Wire rope direction.

Wire rope direction.

Spring under
compression as
wheel is moved in
arrow direction to
grip wire.

Width:                    26mm (11/32”)
Length:                  35mm (13/8”)
Height:                  9mm (15/64”)
Weight:                  37gms (15/16 oz)
Order code:           DG2M
Packing details:     20 per pkt.
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Fabrication & Installation

DobyGrip body:     Zinc Casting
Retaining Spring:   304 Stainless
Gripping Wheel:     Sintered Steel
Wire Rope:              7x7 Galvanised Steel 

Complete fabrication and installation instructions are available
as a download from www.dobygrip.com or upon request from
the main sales department (contact details on back).
Instructions should be strictly adhered to, ensuring optimum
performance of the DobyGrip Wire Suspension System.

Component Specifications

Improved load rating at larger inclusive angles
The table below shows the saving that the DobyGrip Max has over a typical wire rope suspension system when the
load is hung by wrapping the wire around the load. Because the DobyGrip Max is able to retain it’s load capacity at
100% up to 120 degrees. By being able to maintain it’s full Safe Working Load (SWL) up to angles of 120 degrees it
reduces the number of fixing points and hence grips required by up to 50% dependent on the inclusive angle. Offering
both a capital cost and installation cost saving.

Technical details and specifications

Please Note
When suspending any item using the DobyGrip Wire Rope
Suspension System, care must be taken to ensure all instructions are
followed (refer to separate Fabrication & Installation Sheet). Always
use fixings and wire rope as supplied by Doby Verrolec, using an
alternate supplier negates all performance data. The DobyGrip system
is for suspending static loads only and on no account should it be used
as a lifting device. Never exceed the stated maximum angles and load
ratings of the Grip or any of its associated accessories. Ensure the load is evenly distributed. Never walk on any suspended item. Do not
paint or coat either the Grip or any part of the wire rope or lubricate for any reason the internal parts of the Grip. Do not use in a corrosive
environment. Doby Verrolec is not liable for any consequential damages which may be incurred due to misapplication. It is the user’s
responsibility to ensure the product is suitable for the application to which it is being used.



The Heitkamp & Thumann Group, founded in 1978, is an
independent group of internationally active companies in the
metal and plastic processing industry, uniting different core
capabilities for the efficient production of high-precision, close
tolerance parts.
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Doby Verrolec was formed with the merger of Doby Cleats
Limited and Verrolec Limited in 1999, bringing together over 60
years of manufacturing experience.

Doby Verrolec are the largest manufacturers of ductwork jointing
systems in the UK and are part of the global manufacturing
group, Heitkamp & Thumann.

The Heitkamp & Thumann Group has taken on this challenge.
A primary focus in our research and development is the
consistent development of process and manufacturing
technologies. Thanks to our highly qualified and motivated
employees, the companies in our Group are able to anticipate
new market requirements.

The Heitkamp & Thumann Group provides precision formed
parts made from metal and plastic to a variety of dynamic
industries. With its more than 20 companies, the Group
performs services for the most demanding customers around
the world. This is a challenge that requires a high degree of
responsibility in addition to constant innovation power and
comprehensive competitive competence.

Available from:

dobygrip.com dobysolutions.comdobyverrolec.com

Doby Verrolec, Harelaw Industrial Estate, Stanley, Co. Durham DH9 8UJ England
Telephone: +44 1207 238844   Fax: +44 1207 283563   Email: enq@dobyverrolec.com 

Doby Verrolec Fze, PO Box 42978, Hamriyah Free Zone, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Telephone: +971 65261502   Fax: +971 65261503   Email: enquiries@dobyverrolec.ae

Websites: www.dobyverrolec.com, www.dobygrip.com & www.dobysolutions.com

The information contained herein is subject to change without prior notice due to continuing research and development.     
Doby Cleats Ltd trading as Doby Verrolec     Registered in England Number 952089


